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As noted from historical events in this report, personal accounts, activity and the 

noncompliance of their own administrative procedures (law); a call for the separation of 

people from industry is imperative. 

For life to continue, thereby allowed to take its rightful place on the stage of evolution, it 

becomes necessary to remove the offending factor that hinders these events from occurring. 

That is stop the mechanisms which have been put into place to prevent, detain, and delay the 

evolution of soul-bearing beings. 

Mechanisms such as: 

-Thermal imager/ infrared camera for smartphones (and guns) used to seek-out ‘hotspots’ of 

energy. These devices act as beacons with long-range detection, compass, LED light and laser 

pointer.  

-Xenon headlights on vehicles which produce more glare with less light because of the beam 

pattern and are unsafe to motorist.  

-Red and blue flickering lights and sirens on police cars.  These lights and sonic patterns 

induce fear and negative emotional responses. These sound and light frequencies have been 

designed to produce a distinct biological and physiological response of depression, fear, 

violence and hopelessness. 

With the influx of nonlethal weapons  and tens of millions invested in the research and 

development of more “media-friendly” weapons for everyday civilian policing, a fear 

based society is emanate.  

The company Raytheon for example produces any of these devices. 

Raytheon a military manufacturing weapons company, and the largest producer of guided 

missiles was the pioneer of war-time radar technology. Their latest consumer driven products 

are fashioned into Vehicle headlamps (xenon and krypton filled light bulbs), Television sets, 

and Movie theater projectors: 
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SEE MORE, HEAR MORE, FEEL MORE– 

Movie projectors in theatres employ xenon arc lamps because they focus the light very 

precisely, producing a bright white light that closely mimics natural daylight. This is 

especially important for IMAX projectors in order to accommodate the IMAX system. 

In true Raytheon ELCAN style, a revolutionary projection system was delivered to 

IMAX. For these large format projection systems, Raytheon ELCAN met the 

challenge faced due to the extremely high operating temperature through the design 

and fabrication of specialized lenses for wide angle and stereoscopic applications. 

Raytheon ELCAN created an unusual 2-part configuration, air spaced, doublet lens 

system. This system did not utilize adhesives, which would only melt under the 

extreme temperatures. 

The IMAX 3D™ process uses two camera lenses to represent the left and right eyes. 

The two lenses are separated by the average distance between a human’s eyes. By 

recording on two separate rolls of film and then projecting them simultaneously, the 

IMAX 3D creates the illusion of 3-dimensions on a 2-dimensional screen. In order to 

simplify the recording and projection process, Raytheon ELCAN helped to create a 

single-camera, dual-film projector. 

http://www.elcan.com/Experience/SuccessFiles/IMAX.php 

 

Active Denial System also produced by Raytheon. Military personal says, “Get ready to get 

toasted like a Bagel!”.  

http://breakingdefense.com/2013/11/raytheon-non-lethal-heat-beam-tackles-new-missions/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS6UZrN7s04 

http://www.elcan.com/Experience/SuccessFiles/IMAX.php
http://breakingdefense.com/2013/11/raytheon-non-lethal-heat-beam-tackles-new-missions/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS6UZrN7s04

